DistBug path planning algorithm package for ROS Noetic
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Abstract

Algorithms of path-planning in an unknown environment play an important role in robotics. They do not require a prior information about obstacles’ locations around a robot and allow calculating a path in a real time. This article presents an implementation of a sensory-based DistBug algorithm, which operates reactively using range data for immediate decision-making without constructing a world model. The algorithm was programmed in Python using robot operating system (ROS) and validated in the Gazebo simulator. For virtual experiments Turtlebot 3 Burger mobile robot was employed. The experiments were conducted in two types of environment: an environment with convex obstacles and a maze. The paper demonstrates analysis of experiments using several standard criteria of a path quality estimation.
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1. Introduction

A basic motion planning issue is to compute a path from a given starting point to a specified destination point [1]. In robotics, there are two approaches for path planning: global and local [2]. Global planning typically relies on preliminarily known data about an environment [3]. Local path planning uses measurements from sensors and knowledge of a target point [4] while the robot moves in an unknown environment avoiding obstacles [5].

The algorithms of the BUG family use only local sensory information and odometry data to control movement and address a challenge of local navigation without a need to create a comprehensive map of an environment [6]. BUG algorithms have two motion modes: moving toward a target and following a boundary of an obstacle [7]. The robot moves in a straight line towards the target until it reaches a minimum distance to an obstacle [8]. Further, the robot follows a boundary of the obstacle [9]. The algorithm uses *leaving conditions* to determine when to exit the obstacle boundary and head directly toward the target again [10]. The robot receives measurements from its sensors to detect nearby obstacles and plan a subsequent trajectory [11].

In this article, we present an implementation of the DistBug [12] algorithm using robot operating system (ROS) [13]. The algorithm was tested in the Gazebo simulator [14]. The navigation was performed in a 3D environment for the TurtleBot3 Burger robot model [15]. The robot measures a distance to an obstacle with a 2D LiDAR of 3.5 m range and 360 degrees field of view.

2. A brief description of the DistBug algorithm

The sensory-based DistBug algorithm was designed to reach a goal in an unknown environment or indicate that the goal is unreachable [12]. The robot does not construct a model of the world and relies on sensory data to make decisions [16]. The method consists of two behavior models, represented as movement modes: a straight-line motion towards the goal and an obstacle boundary following. A condition for leaving an obstacle is based on a free range in a goal direction when the target is on a line of sight or a distance to it gradually decreases. The algorithm utilizes sensory data with a limited range of view, and the robot moves in steps of a given size. The core concept of the algorithm is the following:

1) Moving from starting point $S$ to target point $T$ in a straight line:

- If $T$ is reached, the navigation is successfully completed.
• If an obstacle is encountered, a collision point with the obstacle is determined, and the algorithm proceeds to step 2.

2) The robot follows a boundary of the obstacle, taking steps of a specified size. If the robot reaches T, the navigation is successfully completed. Otherwise, the robot leaves the obstacle and heads towards T from a point of exit, referred as a leaving point. The selection of the leaving point depends on achieving the following conditions:

• The robot can move towards T without colliding with the obstacle.
• \( Free_{dist} > 0 \), and \( (Curr_{dist} - Free_{dist} \leq 0 \) or \( Curr_{dist} - Free_{dist} \leq Best_{dist} \) ), where \( Free_{dist} \) is a distance within the line of sight from a current location to a nearest obstacle in a direction of \( T \), \( Curr_{dist} \) is a distance from the current location to \( T \), and \( Best_{dist} \) is a difference between the distance from the collision point with the obstacle to \( T \) and the step size.

3) If the robot cannot find a leaving point or it returns to a position it was at a previous step, then \( T \) is unreachable.

3. System setup

The algorithm was implemented in Noetic Ninjemys version of ROS. The algorithm uses ROS topics to obtain measurements from sensors and wheel odometry [17], and to control the robot. Messages are transmitted using standard types predefined in ROS: \( \text{sensor_msgs}::\text{PointCloud} \), \( \text{geometry_msgs}::\text{Twist} \), \( \text{nav_msgs}::\text{Odometry} \), and \( \text{geometry_msgs}::\text{Point} \).

The algorithm was tested in the ROS-compatible Gazebo 11 simulator [18]. The Gazebo simulator creates realistic environments that allow conducting experiments with virtual robot models. The robot can be equipped with any of the standard sensors, and Gazebo has a support for third-party plug-ins. The Robot Visualization tool (RViz, [19]) is used to visualize a robot's position, measurements from sensors, and a path trajectory. The tool allows setting a target point as a 2D Nav Goal. A message is sent to an appropriate topic and accepted by a local planner.

The TurtleBot3 robot model (Fig. 1) with an open-source software was selected. The TurtleBot3 Burger [20] model was used, which has necessary sensors for navigating an environment under DistBug protocol. The robot’s design allows making a transition from a 3D configuration space to a 2D one, which simplifies a path calculation [21].

4. Implementation details

DistBug algorithm was implemented in Python programming language, version 3.7. The implementation relies on ROS libraries and modules, including rospy (a Python client library for ROS), \( \text{geometry_msgs} \) (contains a type of messages for exchanging a position of the robot), \( \text{sensor_msgs} \) (contains types of laser measurement messages and motion commands), \( \text{gazebo_msgs} \) (contains types that determine a robot state), \( \text{tf} \) (manages transformations between coordinate systems), \( \text{nav_msgs} \) (contains the odometry data type), \( \text{std_srvs} \) (contains packages for creating services in ROS) [22].

![Fig. 1. Turtlebot3 Burger model in the Gazebo.](image)

The algorithm’s implementation contains three nodes. The first and second nodes regulate a robot motion directly to the target and the clockwise wall following motion, respectively. Each node implements a ROS server to activate and deactivate the mode. The third node launches a certain mode via a request to a corresponding server. The server choice depends on measurements received from the laser rangefinder. If the rangefinder indicates an occupied space ahead of the robot while the robot is moving towards the target, the robot changes the motion mode. Similarly, if a space in a direction of the target is free while the robot is moving along an obstacle boundary, the robot switches the mode. When the stop condition occurs, the algorithm turns off all nodes. To evaluate a performance the algorithm logs its operation time, all trajectory points (to calculate a path length), and a number of encountered obstacles during a path search.

To configure the algorithm, the following parameters were introduced: a timeout, a stopping threshold, a range of the rangefinder (i.e., radius of the robot’s vision), and a robot’s step size. The stopping threshold was empirically defined to determine a point where the robot stops when a certain coordinate value is reached. The timeout allows avoiding robot’s stuck cases: despite a static environment, in some cases the TurtleBot 3 robot can get stuck at an obstacle boundary if one of its wheel touches an outer corner of the obstacle. This occurs due...
to a rangefinder’s placement that may cause a misregistration of occupied cells of the environment as free cells. If the robot gets stuck, a timer is activated and after the timeout expires, the algorithm stops with an error message. The rangefinder range and the step size are user provided parameters. The range should be less than the step size. A small step size causes a better precision of a computed path with regard to a theoretical path of an infinitely smell step and affects how often the obstacle detour check is be performed. With a large step size a robot may miss the target. The rangefinder measurements were divided into sectors by their direction. The value of a sector was determined by a minimum distance to an obstacle in the range.

5. Validation

To evaluate the implementation, tests were conducted in two types of environment: an environment with convex 3D obstacles of a cylindrical shape and a maze. The tests included reachable and unreachable goals. In the latter case the algorithm returned an error after reaching the stop state. The test results were recorded into a file that contained tracked metrics for each (start S, target T) pair.

We made 20 selection of (S,T) for the simple map (Fig. 2) and 15 pairs for the maze (Fig. 3). For each pair a number of runs was performed and they demonstrated approximately 97% success. The failures were cause by the problem mentioned in Section 4. Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 present the resulted paths of the robot using DistBug in the simple map and in the maze respectively. The virtual experiments were conducted using a PC with Ubuntu 20.0.4(LTS) operation system, 6.00 GB memory and AMD Ryzen 5 5500U processor with 2.10 GHz Radeon Graphics. While the environments for testing were constructed manually, a part of our ongoing work is to test the algorithm in automatically constructed environments for Gazebo, e.g., [23], [24], [25].

Fig. 2. A path of the DistBug in the simple map. The green star marks the start, the red star is the target.

Fig. 3. A path of the DistBug in the maze

6. Conclusions

The paper presented an implementation of DistBug algorithm in the ROS Noetic environment. The evaluation was performed in two different types of environment and with a set of different target points. After reaching the stop condition, the control node logged the metrics, which included a flag of arrival to the target, a trajectory of the robot, a total time of the algorithm execution, and a number of encountered on the way obstacles. The tests demonstrated 97% of success. The implemented method can be adapted for other robot models and environments by empirically adjusting the timeout and the stopping threshold, while setting corresponding to the robot sensor range and the step size.
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